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Practical tools for increased
safety leadership 
Every workplace presents unique challenges to people and their 

employers. Teams must have a culture of safety and respect. Safety 

Management Systems alone are not enough. Each individual in the 

team must have the ability to influence and persuade those they work 

with and show safety leadership. Rachael Robertson successfully 

shaped a resilient, safe and successful team in the most remote and 

dangerous workplace in the world, Antarctica.  

Antarctica is an isolated and inherently dangerous environment. Strangers 

are thrown together 24x7 and live in complete isolation, with nowhere to 

run and nowhere to hide. Mental and physical safety is paramount, but so

is the requirement to meet targets, be productive and efficient.  

Rachael Robertson faced these challenges head-on with the team she was 

given.  She created a culture characterised by respect and safety and now 

delivers her unique stories and tools to organisations that know personal 

resilience and an open culture are key factors for staff health and safety.

Her presentation is memorable, full of hilarious stories and unique insights.

PRAISE FROM BUSINESS LEADERS

“We enjoyed the presentation immensely. A terrific balance of stories and

safety lessons. Rachael made them credible by relating them to our day to

day workplace.”  Chevron 

“Rachael’s safety insights were spot-on, practical and eminently useful.

Fantastic presentation.”  BHP-Billiton 

“Rachael’s warm, down to earth nature were themes that were repeated

in the positive feedback we’ve received and would have to be among

Rachel’s best assets.”  Worley Parsons Group 

Bacon Wars - why every organisation  
has a coffee cup sign in the kitchen and  
what it means about safety

Plane Crash - how to bounce-back  
from setbacks

Lead from where you are - how people  
can show great leadership even if they  
aren’t formally a “leader”

No Triangles - communication tools  
that build respect

Antarctic Winter - how to maintain a 
safety focus for the long haul

Respect Trumps Harmony - why a
nice culture is dangerous

Rachael Robertson CSP, MBA 

Rachael is the most booked female  
speaker in the Asia-Pacific region

20 years leadership experience in   
challenging corporate environments

She was just the 2nd Female Antarctic  
expedition leader to Davis Station

At 32, she was Victoria’s youngest   
ever Chief Ranger

Rachael has worked with more than  
1500 organisations around the globe

KEYNOTE

ABOUT RACHAEL

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Rachael is able to present her keynote
both in person and online using her
state of the art broadcast studio on a
number of platforms.  Please contact
Rachael's team to discuss what option
works best for you.


